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LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATIONS

GENERAL

Least squares linear regression is a statistical method for finding a straight line that bestfits a set of data points,

thus providing a relationship between two variables. The HP-80 Trend Line ( ) calculation performslinear

regressioncalculations, but requires that input data be evenly spaced and in chronological order. If data is not

evenly spaced, the calculations described below can be used to develop a regression line.

Given the observations of two variables, the HP-80 usercan solve for the slope (m), and y-intercept (b) of the

standard regression line equation, y = mx +b. From this equation, the dependent variable (y) can be predicted for

any given independent variable (x). In addition, the following procedures calculate the correlation coefficient

(r), which measures the linearrelationship between the two variables (- 1 <r < 1), the coefficient of determination

(r?), which indicates the goodness offit of the line to the data points (0 <r <1), and the standarderror (s) of

the estimate of y on x, which is a measure ofthe scatter about the regression line of y on x.

The following symbolic values will be used to demonstrate the keystroke sequences below.

Input data: (x1 > Yi), (x2 »Y2 ), se (Xn, Yn)

where n= number of observations

x = independent variable

y = dependent variable

Notation:

IX; =X Xp tL. HX, sum of x values

Syi=y, tyat...tyn sum of y values

Ex? =X2 EXE? sum ofsquares of x values
Ty2=yttyl. Vil sum of squares of y values

IXiVi = X1¥1 Tt Xay¥2 to Ft XpYn sum of x y products

oy = standard deviation of x values

oy = standard deviation of y values

m = slope

b = y-intercept

r = correlation coefficient

1? = coefficient of determination

s = standard error of the estimate of y on x
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GENERATING TREND LINE AND ESTIMATING VALUES

Keystrokes:

1. Solve for Xx; and store it; solve for £x;? and oy and write these down.

V/) (z0ld key) xi [34] x2 [54]... xn [24] [579] Sx;

» Tx;2 write this down*

» Oy write this down

2. Solve for Zy;, Zy;2, and oy and write these down.
CLEAR

77) (sold key) vi [24 v2 [24]. ya [24]

3. Solve for Zx;y; and write it down.

X1 yi [X] x2 y2[X] [4]. xn [save] yy [x]

4. Leaving Zx;y;j on the display, continue as follows to calculate the slope (m). Write this answer down.

fed 21 (x)(3) (2) 2° red) ove (x) n 3] (5)
5. Calculate, store and write downthe y-intercept (b).

[x] Zyi (-) n (£] » b write this down*

6. Now the slope (m) and y-intercept (b) can be properly located in the operational stack and storage register

so the key can be used to find the corresponding y value for any given x value (xi).

on [ed fed) fed) © (5
7. x [i 8 » Yk

(This step may be repeated for any x value)

 

 

 

 Y 2yi write this down*

 Y yi? write this down

 Oy write this downY

 

Zxjy; write this down

m write this down*

 

 

 

*These intermediate results must be written down in order to complete this set of keystroke procedures; i.e., in

order to determine the equation for the regression line. All other results are optional, in that they are only required

for computing the correlation coefficient (r), coefficient of determination(r*), and standard error (s) in the

following section.

(NOTE: If a high degree of accuracy is desired, press (gold key) 6 before writing down intermediate results.)

Example:

A commercial land appraiser has examined 4 vacant lots in the downtown section of a local community, all of

which have the same depths but different frontages and values as shown below. Based onthis data, what is the

relationship between frontage and lot value? What predicted value would a lot have with a 65 foot frontage? With

a 50 foot frontage?

Lot Frontage (feet) Lot Value

70.8 $10,100.00

60.0 $ 8,219.00

85.0 $15,000.00

75.2 $11,120.00

Procedure: See Displayed:

291.00
CLEAR

1. (gold key) 70.8 60 85 75.2
(2x4, write this down)

—» 21492.68
(Zx;2, write this down)

_» 10.37

(oy, write this down)
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44439.00

CLEAR

(gold key) 10100

[z+]

8219

[3+]

15000

[z+]

11120
(Zyj, write this down)

> 518216361.0
(Zy;?, write this down)

—» 2858.33

(oy, write this down)

70.8 10100 [x] 60 8219 [x] 85 15000
(x] 75.2 [saves] 11120 [x] —> 3319444.00

268.30

(Zxiyj, write this down)

[rot] 44439 [x] 4 [5] [=] 21492.68 [x] 4 +] [=] (£]
(slope, m, write this down)

[x] 44439 (-]4 (£] —» -8408.80
(y-intercept, b, write this down)

 

 

 

 

 

 

(The equation of the regressionlineis: y = $268.30 x -$8408.80)

268.30 8408.80 —» —8408.80

65
> 9030.70

($9,030.70, projected value of
lot with 65 footfrontage)

50 » 5006.20
(85,006.20, projected value of
lot with 50 foot frontage)

 

 

 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION

Keystrokes:

1. Calculate the correlation coefficient (1).

m ad) o[3] oy[2] - 

 

2. Leaving the correlation coefficient on the display, find the coefficient of determination 2).
2 BA > 12

Example:

Using the data from the previous example, whatis the correlation coefficient (r) and coefficient of determination
(r*)? The required values written down from that example are:

 

m = 268.30

oy = 10.37
oy = 2858.33

Procedure:
See Displayed:

1. 268.30 10.37[%]2858.33(%) > 97
(correlationcoefficient, r)

2. 2 pad > 95 

(coefficient of determination, r?)
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STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE OF y ON x

Keystrokes:

1. zy? faved] b [saved] sy; [x] [=] m [saved]
x

2. Ixiyi (x) (=) n faved 2 [=] (] (gold key) [EE

Example:

 

Using the data from the first example, whatis the standard error(s) of the estimate of y on x?

Givenvalues or values written down from intermediate calculations are:

yi? =518216361.0

b = -8408.80

m = 268.30

yi = 44439.00

2x;yi = 3319444.00

n=4

Procedure: See Displayed:

1. 518216361 8408.8 44439 [x] [=] 268.3 ———————» 26830
x’

2. 3319444 [x] [-]4 2 [=) [5] YY (sold key) » 802.56
(standard error, s)

 

 

Equations:

Xi ZYij
ZXiYi = n 1

m=—— b=— (Zyj-m * Zxj)
Sx. npr 0)
n

m oy Ty? -b Zy; -m xy; |”
= - S =-

! Oy n-2

| 2x -x)? ”
Ix CC on-1
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